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Understanding the Software Release Schedule
We are committed to the prompt delivery of improved and enhanced software releases, in order to meet the requirement of our customers for
the continuous improvement of their experience and work. Therefore, we are working in releasing new software versions with code
corrections, new software features and enhancements, in regular, frequent intervals.
- A major software version is released every year. The major version v14.0.0 was made available at the beginning of the year.
- First point releases, such as v14.1.0, v14.2.0 and so on, with code corrections and also with additional software features and enhancements
are released every three months.
- Second point releases, such as v14.1.1, v14.1.2, v14.1.3, with code corrections only upon their parent first point release, are scheduled on
a monthly basis.
The files saved by all the first and second point releases of a major version will be compatible to each other. New major software versions
can read files saved by previous ones but not vice versa.
Each software release is accompanied by a detailed description of the introduced corrections and/or additions so that our customers can
decide in this release in critical to be implemented in their environment.

Latest Software Releases
ANSA & µETA v14.2.0
BETA CAE Systems S.A. announced the release of the new 14.2.0 version of ANSA &
µETA pre- and post-processing suite in August 2nd.
A number of new features have been added enhancing the capabilities and the
solutions that our suite offers.
In this version we have deepened ANSA’s functionality throughout its implementation
during the CAE processes. From CAD data translation, geometry handling and design,
meshing and modeling to model set up in the numerous decks the v14.2.0 of ANSA
offers a fully augmented solution in your daily CAE working ways.
In the same notion, the v14.2.0 of µETA has also been enriched raising the bar of
effective post-processing to even higher levels.
For more detailers, refer to the Release Announcement.

ANSA & µETA v14.1.3
BETA CAE Systems S.A. announced the release of v14.1.3 of the ANSA & µETA pre- and –post processing suite in September 17th. This
maintenance release focuses on the correction of identified problems and issues for ANSA and µΕΤΑ v14.1x branch. The most notable resolved
problems appear in the Release Announcement.
All the code corrections introduced in v14.1.3 had also been propagated to v14.2.0 which has already been released with additional
corrections and enhancements.
This release of v14.1.3 is addressed to those who wish to continue using the v14.1x branch, and not to upgrade to 14.2x, but still, need to
have their issues resolved.

New Mobile Application
We are pleased to announce the release of our free mobile application that allows you to
stay up to date with our conferences, open meetings and other events and to enhance your
participation experience.
Features:
- View conferences / open meetings schedule
- Mark your favourite presentations
- Keep notes for any presentation
- Share conference / open meetings information with colleagues and friends
- Navigate to the location of the events
- Locate a BETA CAE Systems contact in your region using the contacts menu
The latest featured content contains the agenda and abstracts for the imminent 2013 North
American Open Meeting.
The application is available on Android and iOS devices.
Visit the Google play Apps shop or the iTunes App Store and download our application.
Your review or rating would be much appreciated.

Our Events
2013 ANSA & µETA North American Open Meeting
BETA CAE Systems S.A. is pleased to invite you to the 2013 North America Open Meeting, hosted by BETA
CAE Systems USA Inc., at The Inn at St. John’s, Plymouth (MI), on the 2nd of October.
During this event you will have the opportunity to participate in sessions on the latest developments and
real case applications, on various CAE disciplines, of ANSA, µETA, and our new product SPDRM (Simulation
Process Data and Resources Manager). Among the numerous presentations are those of BASF, Chrysler
Corporation, Ford Motor Company, Navistar, Ohio State University, Oakland University and Keyvan
Tahmasebi.
Following the event’s closing, the “Technical Discussions” session will offer you the opportunity to discuss
with our engineers the software features, their application, and the future developments.
BETA CAE Systems S.A. and BETA CAE Systems USA, Inc. would like to extend their appreciation to Marios
Lambi, Manager, Advanced Development & Computer Aided Engineering, BASF Engineering Plastics, for his
contribution to the success of this event, as a keynote speaker.
There is no participation fee for this event.
Please, register using this form no later than Friday, September 27th, 2013.
The attire will be business casual.
Breakfast, coffee servings, lunch and reception are courtesy of BETA CAE Systems USA, Inc.
For more information read the event announcement.

Recent White Papers
Our White Papers present technical applications and solutions with the implementation of our software in a variety of domain.
Among the recently released White Papers are:
  ANSA & µETA for ACTRAN
  µETA Post Toolbars
  ANSA Includes Configurator
  ANSA model comparison
  RadTherm case setup in ANSA
  ANSA & µETA for Nastran SOL 200
  The ANSA - TOSCA environment
  Results mapping with ANSA
  ANSA & µETA for spotwelds optimization
  ANSA for Abaqus co-simulation set-up
For more White Papers, visit our web site.

Upcoming Sponsored Events
ICCAS 2013 - International Conference on Computer Applications in
Shipbuilding
September 24-26, 2013, Busan, South Korea
organized by the Royal Institution of Naval Architects (RINA)

BETA CAE Systems SA is proud to sponsor this event and take its position among the
major software suppliers of the shipbuilding industry. You are welcomed to visit our
booth and be updated on solutions offered by our software for maritime design.
More Information: www.rina.org.uk

12th LS-DYNA Forum

September 25, 2013, Stuttgart-Filderstadt, Germany
organized by DYNAmore

LASSO Engineering, our business agent in Germany, is a Silver Sponsor to this event.
Don't miss the opportunity to visit LASSO's booth and be updated on the latest
developments in pre- & post-processing for LS-DYNA along with efficient solutions for
optimization cycles with the interaction of ANSA & µETA with LS-OPT.

More information: www.dynamore.de

LS-DYNA and ANSA infoday

September 26, 2013, Göteborg, Sweden
organized by DYNAmore Nordic

Take the opportunity to meet experts and developers from BETA CAE Systems,
DYNAmore and to hear about the latest developments on ANSA, μΕΤΑ and the
products of LSTC.
More information: www.dynamore.se

International CAE Conference

October 21-22, 2013, Pacengo del Garda Verona, Italy

BETA CAE Systems is a Gold Sponsor to the event. Visit our booth to inform you how
ANSA and µETA can address the pre- and post-processing challenges for today's CAE
simulation. Moreover, be introduced to our new product SPDRM that addresses the
contemporary challenges for streamlining the simulation workflows. Don't miss our
presentations with titles: "Study for the effect of the mesh on the external
aerodynamic simulation results for a landing gear", "An integrated suite for
the detailed assessment of full vehicle NVH behaviour" and "Strength and
durability analysis through automated reports in HONDA using ANSA & μETA".
More information: www.caeconference.com

Ministers of the Greek Government visit BETA CAE Systems
BETA CAE Systems S.A. was one of the four innovative exporting Greek companies chosen by the Minister of Development, Mr. K. Chatzidakis
and the Minister of Macedonia-Thrace, Mr. Th. Karaoglou, for a visit on September 6th.
Minister Chatzidakis stated that he was delighted to visit companies such as BETA CAE Systems that send the message of effort and
innovation and manage to prosper, expand, and hire new personnel in Greece's current economic environment.

